9/8/2016 - Software Architecture Meeting Minutes
Attending: Ananthan, Beard, Geng, Hoover, Jantz, Marker, Mills(recorder), Morgan, Triggs, Yu
Agenda
1) Announcements - All
2) 8.2 release - All
3) Kopp data - Morgan
4) High-resolution image job - Jantz, et. al
5) EAD support in 8.2 - Mills
6) Jobs & Reports - Triggs

1) Announcements





4 million dollar grant to build a cyberinfrastructure with Penn State and others accepted.
Jantz reported an ingest of 200 Roman Coins this summer; cost about $20 a coin for digitizing and metadata.
Had good success using batch ingest in WMS. High res image display works well. etc. Working on funding for
500 more coins.
Move/migrate any email lists under @rulmail to @libraries

2) 8.2 release
Yang Yu


Down to four bugs or so. Marked a few won't fix, because they appear to be feature requests. Some issues are
marked as incomplete.
Example is distinguishing graduate students from undergraduate students using LDAP information. A meeting
will be setup with Jane, Kalaivani, Yang, and Rhonda to discuss possible solutions for this.





Still waiting on ABBYY dev instance. Can we use ABBYY production for testing? Ananthan will follow up with the
account manager about a dev license. If we don't hear back by 9/21 we will have to use the production ABBYY
server for testing. Mills will ask Nick for page use count on production ABBYY server; both dev and production.
Marker will add a bug about using custom wording from the rights event in the coversheet generation

Jeffery Triggs


Two larger issues are resolved for 8.2 updating of technical metadata and editing XML in dlr/EDIT.

Jie Geng


Almost completed. Currently on track.

Chad Mills


A couple left, almost complete.
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3) Kopp Data – Morgan



Mills will make a dummy ZIP file with 3,000 files that are 1-2kb each
Continue to work to support this in 8.2

4) High-resolution image job - Ron et. al,


Almost ready to go; a job was started and aborted. 202 high resolution images were examined and cleared.
Hoover will run a complete dry run job on production between 9/8-9/9.

5) EAD support in 8.2





Some questions about the process for resource digitization, ingest, and inclusion.
Are RELS-EXT necessary? Not for the EAD viewer they are not, but it is suggested for discoverability of the
finding aid when looking at the digitized resource.
Agnew needs to review implementation specification
SC/UA and IJS finding aid author should be contacted to see if the workflow and feature addition is agreeable.

6) Jobs & Reports – Triggs





Triggs reported the day 15 and day 16 of the RARCH move back in as managed datastreams were completed
Mills reported the THUMBJPEG job - ready to run on production
Mills reported the high resolution image job - ready to run on production
Triggs will work on the untaring of archival masters - report back by October 20th with a start date for that job

